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ABSTRACT
This thesis accompanies my BFA in Graphic Design visual thesis show debuting
the brand and products of Lala Letter™, a planner and stationery company. The written
portion of this thesis contains a business plan outlining the operational, financial, and
marketing strategies and objectives for Lala Letter. It also includes an overview of the
evolution of written planners and stationery and discusses the impact of the digital
revolution on the paper industry. Lala Letter is a startup stationery company targeted to
young college women who currently use a written planner; its primary product is
aesthetically innovative weekly planner. The product line will also include other items
such as notebooks, calendars, and cards.
The planner and stationary industry is a highly-saturated market, but other than a
variety of decorative design differences, planners have little innovative alterations across
brands. Although the digital age has overcome many previously paper intensive duties
(such as mail, word documents, financial papers, etc.), written planners have seen a
digital resistance in the past few decades, favoring a traditional handheld paper book
instead. The Lala Letter planner features a structurally different overall design including
a unique die cut corner allowing for a stack of sticky notes to be accessible on every page
and a utilization of heavy text weight, recycled, paper which serves an aesthetic,
functional, and conservational purpose toward the overall value of the planner.
The Lala Letter brand targets the largest segment of current planner users
providing a useful planner design innovation, without sacrificing style and utility at a
competitive price. This thesis and business plan will highlight the details of successfully
executing and promoting the Lala Letter brand.
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PART I: THE EVOLUTION OF THE PLANNER
A. Introduction
The planner industry has a rich history which has created a society that has grown
accustomed to the ritualistic daily habit of written planning. Dating back to the 1700’s,
planners have seen a huge transformation from adapted almanac, to daily diary, to
today’s advanced aesthetic design layouts. Although written planners have seen changes
in their design, the main purpose of prioritizing and documenting one’s day has remained
steadfast. While the digital age has caused a slight hiccup in the written planner industry,
planner users have continued to show a preference to written planners.

B. History of the Day Planner
A planner, also known as a day planner, agenda, daily planner, and sometimes
diary or journal, all refer to a book or device used to record and prioritize one’s daily,
weekly, monthly, and/or yearly schedule (Cambridge). Originally only a written book or
binder, planners have evolved to be not only written, but also digital applications that can
be used on computers, phones, and even watches (McCarthy, 2013). A planner is a tool
used for organization and to promote productivity in its user. The history of the planner
begins over two centuries ago and is still exceedingly prevalent in today’s world.
The first planner-like object looks nothing like what society today knows as a
“planner,” but the almanac is and was a planner in its own way. In Colonial America, the
almanac was extremely popular and many people were known to weave blank paper into
the basic structure of the book to add their own writing—one of these people being
George Washington, himself (McCarthy, 2013). An almanac can be defined as a yearly
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ecalendar that includes important dates, sunrise and sunsets,
weather patterns, astronomical information, and tide tables as well
as other information like postage rates, local inns, etc.
(Cambridge). In modern day, planners are typically used to plan the
future, but many of these almanac-journals kept daily records of
occurrences from the day; this is prevalent in George Washington’s
Figure 1 - George
Washington's Diary, Library
of Congress

diary (McCarthy, 2013). Planners originally started as journals that
recorded the past on a day-to-day basis, it was not until later that a

planner’s main prerogative became planning the future (Schmidt, 2016).
The planner as we know it today can be traced back to 1773, where Robert Aitken
created the first designed daily planner for users to plan their future without almanac
information, called the Aitken Register (McCarthy, 2013). This planner had a layout that
allowed the user fill in their own information in an organized fashion without having to
set it up themselves. It was designed to show a weekly view on each spread. A large part
of the functions of a planner were to keep personal and business account records
(Schmidt, 2016). Aitken’s planner allowed for one page of record keeping and one for
appointments on each spread. Unfortunately, this planner and other early planners were
unsuccessful and did not gain popularity in the mass market until the mid 1800’s since
the overall concept and use of a daily planner had not gained widespread popularity yet
(McCarthy, 2013).
When the planner finally did achieve wide popularity, many brands and types
formed. The daily planner really took off in the post-Civil War era since Union Soldiers
were known to bring them to battle (McCarthy, 2013). Planner brands began to form and
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ebecame standard household items called “diaries.” The Standard Diary and the
American Diary were a few common brands (McCarthy, 2013). Planners were marketed
as a way to improve life through organization and time management. People of all classes
began to use planners, not just the well and
affluent (McCarthy, 2013). Into the 1900’s,
planners began to evolve even further. The
Wanamaker Diary was the first planner that
combined a catalog with a planner in order to
advertise on the sheets of the planner (McCarthy,
2013). This was a monumental step for
Figure 2- Standard Diary, Collection of Molly
McCarthy

American’s in our ability to accept advertising in
all places.

In the 20th century, the planner became a testament to the business world and the
household alike (McCarthy, 2013). Hundreds of planner companies have risen and fallen,
but the planner prevails on (Florsheim, 2017). In recent years, the advancement of
technology has yielded a whole new world of digital planners in the form of calendars
and reminder lists (Mele, 2016). While written planners saw a significant decline with the
rise of the computer, they have remained relevant in the face of the digital age
(McCarthy, 2013). Not only relevant, but in recent years, written planners have seen a
resurgence in demand (Mele, 2016).
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C. The Planner & the Digital Revolution
The digital age has come as a tidal wave, destroying nearly every paper intensive
duty humans used on a daily basis. Goodbye to in-office memos, hello email. So long
large bulky filing cabinets, welcome to the cloud. Technology has revolutionized the way
we do work individually and especially in business (Mele, 2016). It is easy to believe that
the digital age would have taken written planners and calendars with it, yet here we are,
with planners growing in sales! How could this be? To whom do we owe our obsession
with written to-do’s and tasks? Our parents and teachers, or is it something that is
intrinsically rewarding for humans? It is in the answer of these questions we can begin to
understand why planners are so popular, even today.
Planner use prevails, no thrives, in the wake of the digital age (Florsheim, 2017).
We owe this feat to a few “downfalls” of the written planner in comparison to its digital
counterparts (Google CalendarÔ, Apple RemindersÔ, EvernoteÔ, etc) (King, 2015).
First and foremost, the planner has no screen, therefore no ability to distract outside of its
intended use (King, 2015). If one goes to add a meeting to her digital phone calendar, she
runs the risk of also checking her social media account without intending to, ultimately
wasting time and leading to unproductivity (Florsheim, 2017). But if she were to instead
pull out her written agenda, she probably will write down her appointment and then move
on to other tasks on her to-do list without getting distracted. Planners encourage
productivity by forcing the user to leave the screen and the distractions it holds. (Mele,
2016)
Written planners do not involve updates, plug-ins, monthly subscriptions, or ad
pop ups (King, 2015). They are a moment of simplicity in a world full of in-your-face
alerts and technological troubleshooting (Florsheim, 2017). This is a huge selling point
10

for planner users. The simplicity, steadfastness, and tangible qualities of a planner are the
exact things a computer program lacks (Mele, 2016). Moreover, there is an intrinsic
pleasure in filling in and crossing off tasks in a planner. Lane Florsheim of Wall Street
Journal (WSJ) wrote an entire article on her planner love affair (2017). Florsheim is a
digital editor for WSJ, and is forced to use Google Calendar for work, yet still uses her
personal planner as her primary agenda (2017). She explains in her article that every time
she uses her planner she “experiences a mild euphoria” that she does not even mildly
receive from a computer calendar (Florsheim, 2017). This shows intrinsic value in the act
of writing in a planner, making it arguably impossible to be truly replaced by a computer
application.
While there is so much competition in the written
planner industry, there is little innovation or structural
differentiation among the brands leaving most of the
differences to aesthetics. This has created a very diverse
array of planner designs and many brands have
developed an image of the “type” of person or woman
who uses its planner. Planners have evolved to become
something similar to a woman’s purse—it says
something about her. For instance, a more expensive
planner, like a custom Erin Condren Life PlannerÔ,
Figure 3 - Competitive Planners,
Beautyholicsanonymous.com

might mimic the status of a luxury bag similar to a Tory
BurchÔ clutch. This analogy can assist in accurately
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positioning the Lala Letter brand with the customers and image that best fit the brand’s
target audience.
__________________________________________________________
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PART II: LALA LETTER LLC, BUSINESS PLAN
A. Executive Summary
Lala Letter LLC is a planner and stationery company founded in 2017 in Oxford,
Mississippi. Lala Letter designs, produces, and sells a collection of specialty paper goods
with a special focus on written daily planners. The paper goods industry is saturated with
products with little innovation across brands; Lala Letter brings a new innovative design
and structure that greatly benefits the planner user. Lala Letter planners and stationery are
created for and marketed toward young college age women who currently use
written planners.
Lala Letter is seeking $10,000 in start-up capital to buy necessary equipment to
produce high volumes of planners and stationery products to fulfill online demand for the
products. While Lala Letter has just launched, it projects over $15,000 in sales in 2018,
and over $150,000 in sales in 2019.
Lala Letter was founded and is owned by the University of Mississippi graduating
senior, Bella Gonzalez. A significant operational partner is Kevin Pokallus, owner and
founder of Hotsticks Drumsticks Inc., a manufacturing company. Kevin has extensive
expertise in manufacturing techniques in Mississippi and has generously offered the use
of his factory and machinery for the production of Lala Letter products. Lala Letter is
also advised by Owens Alexander, the Entrepreneur in Residence in the Center for
Innovation and Entrepreneurship at the University of Mississippi.
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B. Company Description
Lala Letter LLC produces and sells the next generation of fashionable planners
and stationary with new innovative features focused on the needs of the customer. In the
paper goods and stationary industry, the Lala Letter planner stands out as a top quality,
semi-customizable, and easily organized planner that does not sacrifice on aesthetic
appeal. The company makes an array of quality products with a continued on-trend look
throughout. The product line ranges from planners, to notebooks, to greeting cards and
desk accessories.
Established in 2017, Lala
Letter is a paper goods product
company based in Oxford,
Mississippi owned by Sydney
Izabella Gonzalez (Bella) and
Figure 4 - Lala Letter Logo

advised by Owens Alexander and
Kevin Pokallus, owner of Hotsticks Drumsticks Inc. Lala Letter began from Bella’s
frustration in the structure and design of current planners on the market. As a graphic
design and marketing major at the University of Mississippi, she decided to make a
planner that fit her needs and the needs of her fellow planner users with a new design and
innovative improvements. After much research and development, Lala Letter was born.
Bella has dedicated the senior year of her undergraduate studies to the formation and
creation of Lala Letter and the products it provides through her undergraduate BFA
Senior Honors Thesis.
The mission of Lala Letter is to provide beautiful, functional, quality paper goods
to consumers. Lala Letter’s target audience consists of young, college-aged women who
14

currently use planners. Lala Letter plans to sell products primarily online with a
significant emphasis on creating a loyal customer community through effective use of the
social media platforms. There will be a wholesale strategy targeting select boutique
stationary stores in target locations. Lala Letter planners and stationary will soon be in
the backpacks of college students around the country.

B. The Problem with Planners
The planner market is saturated with all different types and styles of planners.
Some planners are very open to consumer customization, while others use extensive preorganized layouts, leaving the consumer with no customization options. Across this
plethora of brands, there is little to no structural design innovation, only aesthetic layout
differences. Consumers choose their planners based mostly on aesthetic design, layout,
size, and of course price. Currently, there are no other significant innovative options for
consumers to additionally choose from.
In a survey conducted by Bella Gonzalez to analyze consumers’ likes and
dislikes with their current planners, a lot of relevant information was discovered and used
in Lala Letters’ planner product development. The survey questions and results in their
entirety can be found in Appendix A. Overall results showed, users want more space to
write in their weekly planner layout. In the survey, when asked “If you could change one
or more things about your current planner, what would it be,” the answer, “more writing
space” was answered over 40 times. While large margins, decorative doodles, and
smaller pages are aesthetically pleasing, they are not the most ergonomically for daily
use. They simply take up too much space that could be used for writing.
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Along with this problem, planners have become too big, heavy and full of
unnecessary extras and additional months. Many academic planners on the market are 17month planners, adding 5 extra months to the standard 1-year planner. This seems like a
positive extra, but many users admit to not using the extra months because they prefer to
get a new planner at the same time every year. This adds unnecessary bulk to the planner
and also creates a waste of paper. When asked about the “extras” included in a
consumer’s current planner, many answered that they were unnecessary or that they were
not used. These extras include: stickers, address book, party planner, etc. The addition of
seemingly useful extras in planners has been a competitive tactic across brands, but
unfortunately has evolved into a problem of too much extra and not enough of necessary
organizational design. These specific problems are addressed and solved in the
development of the Lala Letter planner, read more about them in Part II, Section F on
page 21.

C. Industry Analysis
1. Combating the Digital Age
The planner and stationary industries are defying the odds of the digital age.
Computers have developed exponentially in the past decades, so much so that most
people carry a personally sized one with them always. This rise in technology has yielded
amazing benefits to the everyday lives of people—making communication, work, and
organization easier than ever. It is easy to assume that the planner and stationary industry
would have dissolved away, letting computer programs take its place, but that has not
been the case. While the overall use of paper products has diminished over the past few
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decades, it is paradoxical that planners have recently seen a rise in popularity, specifically
for the younger millennial generations.
The written planner has withstood the test of the digital age for a few reasons. The
most obvious reason being planners are traditional and have done a great job of keeping
people organized for years—there will always be a group of people who feel that writing
things down is effective, easy, and a must. But the not so evident reasons researchers are
hypothesizing that planners are making a “come-back” is that the digital version of a
planner is too complicated, continually needs updating and charging, and is impossible to
separate from the often distracting digital world. Written planners are completely separate
from our digital world—we do not need to fill in 10+ boxes of variables in order to enter
one appointment, we do not need to plug it in to see what is next on our agenda, and it
never needs a software update. Entering a task or appointment is as easy as writing down
“Meeting @ 2 w/ Gina.” There is a true attractive simplicity in that ability and it has
proven to overcome the digital alternative.
2. Industry Marketing
The industry wide sales volume for academic planners is approximately $344.1
million in 2016, a $50 million increase from 2014 (Florsheim, 2017). The paper goods
and stationary industry has seen an overall decline in growth of about 1.1% over the past
5 years, yet the growth rate of the planner and agenda industry has seen a grown over
10% from 2014 to 2015 and decorative calendars have seen an 8% growth in that time as
well (Mele, 2016). The planner market has a steep barrier to entry due to the cost of
manufacturing, difficulty in product distribution, and overall competitive saturation of the
market. If a brand or company plans to compete in this market without a significant
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competitive advantage, the promotional efforts would have to be enormous to yield any
traction in sales.
While Lala Letter will be competing directly with these established brands, the
innovative nature of the Lala Letter planner is a competitive advantage that has the
potential to grab a significant portion of the existing market with the help of promotional
efforts. Word of mouth marketing is arguably the most influential factor in the planner
industry. Competitive planner brands promote their planners through many different
channels of communication including: celebrity endorsement, social media advertising,
and trade show marketing.
The planner industry is very sensitive to seasonal selling since planners have an
intrinsically time sensitive nature. Planners are sold most prevalently two times per year:
back to school (August) and Christmas/New Year’s (December/January). Current
competitors typically focus their sales strategy to adapt to this pattern through a few
different techniques. Some companies (like Erin Condren), sell planners year-round by
customizing the planner to start at the date you wish when one orders online, other
companies (like Lilly PulitzerÔ) focus their planner sales at one time of year, either back
to school or holiday. The journal planner brands and brands that do not date their planner
pages are not susceptible to the time sensitivity. Lala Letter will debut two planners
throughout the year— one for the academic year (July – June) and one for the standard
calendar year, each will have the same internal layout design. This does create time
sensitivity, making our supply level prediction all the more important. Subsequently, Lala
Letter will produce a wide array of goods outside of planners to maintain somewhat
consistent revenue levels year-round.
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D. Target Market
Lala Letter is a planner and stationary company targeting predominately women.
Each realm of the brand can appeal to a wide array of women, but when focusing on
planners in particular, the brand will be targeting college aged young women, age 16 –
24, who currently use a written planner. Some specific target areas of interest are active
sorority members, fashionable students, affluent students, and women striving to be
ahead of the trend. Some broader audiences that Lala Letter targets are high school
students, working women, and stay at home moms. A higher percentage of women use
planners than men (Gonzalez, 2017).
The customers within the planner market typically originate from two market
segments defined by buyer behavior. There are people who buy a planner from a
particular brand (either online or in store) with the influence of research and there are
people who buy a planner without any particular research and typically in store. The Lala
Letter planner will initially be sold online almost exclusively. This ultimately makes that
the initial target audience planner users have some brand awareness of Lala Letter prior
to buying. This strategy requires extensive promotional efforts to develop brand
recognition.
To get extremely specific on a potential early adopter of the Lala Letter planner,
here is a persona: Ali Chatham: 20 years old, Art Major, Sorority Member. Currently
uses a Ban.do planner, but is unhappy with the size and weight of her planner. Looking
for something with a new a fresh aesthetic to reflect her unique personality. Loves the
idea of organizational extras like sticky notes. Here is a quote from Chatham,
“I’m a huge planner girl, but one has never been right on point.
I’m so excited to try out the Lala Letter planner. I’m really looking
forward to its handmade quality and monthly artworks!”
19

Another way to describe a Lala Letter buyer is to analyze where she shops for
clothing. Women who shop at relatively expensive stores such as Urban OutfittersÔ,
AnthropologieÔ, MadewellÔ, Free PeopleÔ, etc. are the same customers Lala Letter
will be targeting. While customers who shop at Forever 21Ò would most likely
appreciate the aesthetic and design of Lala Letter, the price point may be too high. But
since there is a trend in customers looking at planners as a yearlong investment, price
point can be irrelevant depending on the particular buyer.
Lala Letter planners will be positioned among other high end academic planners
and will target the same customers. This will be challenging as many of these customers
have brand loyalty to other competitors. Promotional discounts, giveaways, and positive
word of mouth are vital marketing moves Lala Letter will make to convert customers.

E. The Competition
Within the planner and stationary market, there are countless brands and options
for consumers to choose from, but there are some categories that the planner market can
be divided into for the purpose of market analyzation. By observation, there are three
main sectors: academic planners, basic planners, and journal planners. Academic
planners are designed and targeted towards the needs of the student; the easiest way to
identify an academic planner is that it typically follows the academic calendar (July
through the following June). Basic planners are planners that are meant for anyone—
students, working men and women, stay-at-home moms alike. They typically follow the
standard calendar year (January - December) and include many customization options
and sometimes additional room for notes, goals, journaling, etc. Last is the journal
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planner, with the most popular being the Bullet Journal. These types of planners are
essentially a blank gridded notebook on the inside and are made for the user to customize
from start to finish. This type of planner encourages the user to hand draw and design the
layout and aesthetic look they wish, but consequently requires a lot of additional work.
Since Lala Letter’s target audience is students, it is safe to say the planner could
best be categorized in the academic planner sector. In this category there are some strong,
established competitors such as: Erin Condren, Lilly Pulitzer, Ban.doÔ, Brit & Co. Ô,
and Kate SpadeÔ. Some other competition would be generic brand planners from Office
DepotÔ, WalmartÔ, and TargetÔ and of course digital calendars and planners. The
name brands mentioned above along with some other smaller brand companies make up
approximately over half of the academic planner market, the rest being made up of offbrand planners (Gonzalez, 2017).
The competitive map below outlines the top competitive brands in the planner
industry. The Y axis describes price, and the X axis describes traditional vs. edgy overall
design and aesthetic. Lala Letter falls centrally in the upper right quadrant of trendy and
more expensive, lying most closely to Ban.do. The Ban.do planner is most definitely the
closest competitor in design and
target audience.
From the graph, it is clear to
see that Lala Letter’s closest
competition is with the Ban.do
planner. The Lala Letter planner is
positioned where it is for a few vital
Figure 5 - Positioning Map
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reasons that will ultimately give it a market advantage. The price point is set high
compared to many planners on the market because it is a premium good and is priced as
such. Ban.do uses lesser quality materials in comparison and does not include the
innovative extra of a sticky note stack. It is positioned as less “edgy” on an arbitrary scale
for another imperative reason. While being edgy and trendy can capture a very important
audience (i.e. the influencers and trendsetters), it is not the largest market. In fact, being
too edgy can actually turn part of the larger target audience off to the brand because it is
“too edgy for them.” Creating an aesthetic that is appealing to a larger audience
ultimately makes the Lala Letter planner attractive to a larger sector of the planner
market.

F. The Lala Letter Solution
The Lala Letter planner adds a noteworthy new innovation to its planners that aid
organization and planning convenience, while maintaining appealing aesthetics and
quality. The Lala Letter planner integrates sticky notes into the basic structure of the
design by die-cutting every page to allow a stack of sticky notes to be attached to the
back cover of every planner making the sticky notes assessable on every page. In
addition, the Lala Letter planner’s weekly layout design consists of horizontal day views
with half of the day design lined and the other half being a bulleted grid. This permits the
consumer to customize the use of her planner, while still maintaining some steadfast
organizational measures.
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The main point of using a planner is to organize one’s day-to-day life in order to
prioritize and meet every-day and long-term goals. Planning while in college is focused
more on organizing class assignments, extra-circulars, work, and social events. The Lala
Letter planner focuses on catering to the needs of those activities, but could most
definitely fit the needs of working women and stay at home moms as well. The layout
design of the planner is made to make planning as simple as possible without adding
unnecessary fluff to the overall design and use. It is also designed to give creative
controls to the user without overwhelming the user like a bullet journal tends to do. The
Lala Letter planner ultimately aims to enhance the written planning experience for young
women by providing a superior planner with organizational benefits while implementing
on-trend design across the whole brand.

Figure 7 - Planner Collection

Along with the Lala Letter planner, the company will feature a variety of
complementary products. The full lineup includes: planners, notebooks, calendars,
greeting cards, stationary sets, pens, and pencil bags. Initially there will be only one
regular size planner, but in the future, there will be a larger size planner as well. The
regular is approximately 7” x 9” in size with a 1.5” x 2” size stack of sticky notes and the
plus will be approximately 9” x 11.5” in size with a full size 3” x 3” stack of sticky notes.
Pocket notebooks will be 7” x 5” making them perfect sized to fit in the pocket page of
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the planner. They will be sold separately in packs of two. Calendars will be standard 11”
x 8.5” in size and will feature various artwork created throughout the production of the
brand design. There will be a collection of greeting card designs celebrating various
occasions such as birthdays, babies, and graduations. The stationary sets will come in
packs of 8 cards and envelopes and will be blank for various letter writing needs. The
custom wooden pens will be sold in packs of two and will be simple in design with text
on each pen. Lastly, there will be screen printing some canvas zipper pouches that can be
used for holding pens, pencils, and other accessories. The full line of products will be
sold separately, but work together as a cohesive line of very fashionable paper goods and
accessories.
As a B.F.A. in Graphic Design, Bella Gonzalez has invested equal amounts of
time in researching design elements for the brand as she has in business and marketing
strategies. The following figure explains the design elements of the Lala Letter brand in
detail. The pattern design, colors, typography, logos, and other artistic elements are
inspired by traditional and trending style and aesthetics popular to the millennial
generation. Bella’s own personal design style can be seen throughout the branding as
well. The additional of this branding helps position the brand in the “edgy” and “highend” portion of the positioning map above.
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G. Business Model
Lala Letter will follow a quasi-traditional manufacturing and online retailing
business model. The company will generate revenue primarily through online retail sales
and potentially through wholesale product sales to retailing outlets around the United
States. The pricing model is strategic. As sales volume increases and costs fall, the retail
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price will allow for larger margins that will ultimately present the opportunity to sell
wholesale. The principle cost driver for Lala Letter is cost of goods sold. The principle

Figure 8 - Planner in use

cost included in the cost of goods are paper and printing. Customer acquisition will come
through word of mouth and social media marketing efforts; these efforts will be detailed
in the next section. The one year value of each customer is approximately one planner + a
few Lala Letter accessories with hopes of converting them into brand loyal customers
who buy a planner every year and tell their friends about their planner. The most valuable
customers are the “celebrities” that will use Lala Letter planners and promote it on their
social media pages, blogs, and websites. These customers are vital to the initial growth of
the brand.

H. Go to Market Plan
Marketing is the most important element of the large-scale success of Lala Letter.
Fortunately, the most effective forms of advertising to the target audience happen to be
relatively inexpensive. The channels Lala Letter will use to market will include: social
media influencer collaborations, sorority partnerships, campus representatives, and online
advertising. These outlets have yielded much success for startup brands and these four in
particular reach Lala Letter’s target market directly with little expense.
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Social media influencers are an extremely useful tool to initiate word of mouth
marketing and viral web content. One example of a social media influencer collaboration
would be the following anecdote: Lala Letter sends Madisen Theobald, NYC fashion
blogger with over 10k followers on Instagram and Ole Miss alumna, a package including
a free planner and stationery products. The package also includes a request for her to post
about her new planner on Instagram and tag Lala Letter. This generates a large amount of
traffic to the Lala Letter Instagram page, which translates to followers, which leads to
website clicks, which will eventually translate into sales. conversion
Another marketing channel Lala Letter will use for promotion is campus
partnerships through campus representatives, sororities, and school organizations. Since
college students are the target audience, it is imperative to create word of mouth
communication among different organizations and influential students on the various
college campuses around the United States. Lala Letter’s efforts would start locally (i.e.
The University of Mississippi, Mississippi State University, the University of Alabama,
etc.) until the word spread enough to reach other universities. Campus representatives
would visit various colleges and set up pop-up shops to showcase products and offer
discounts to students in exchange for posting on social media and sharing with student
organizations. Sorority partnerships would be later on in the on-campus portion of
marketing, but essentially Lala Letter would make a special planner cover design for
sorority organizations sold in bulk for the organizations to give or sell to active members.
The immediate go to market plan is directed toward generating brand recognition
and online sales. In the second phase of Lala Letter’s growth (after a significant gain in
social media followers), Lala Letter will begin to sell wholesale to retail outlets around
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the country. This strategy would entail showcasing Lala Letter’s goods at a market
tradeshow. This would only be possible after the cost of manufacturing the products
allowed for wholesale margins. Lala Letter would target high-end boutique stationary
stores and gift shops. Lala Letter would also implement a few semi-traditional marketing
strategies including paid social media and internet advertisements. Google Ads advanced
targeting algorithms can strategically pinpoint possible customers and advertise to them
in particular.
I. Operations
1. Stage of Development
To date, Lala Letter has been conceptualized, designed, and manufactured entirely
by founder and President Bella Gonzalez. Across the entire line of Lala Letter goods,
manufacturing differs from product to product depending on the most effective methods
and ultimate cost. For the first sample of goods (approximately 50 planners and small
samples of the full collection of goods), Bella designed, printed, and assembled by hand,
only outsourcing the task of cover manufacturing for the planners. This manufacturing
plan only works for small sample sizes since a single person can only assemble so many
in any given period. The long-term plan is to have the planner printing (cover and pages)
outsourced to an American based printing company and have the assembly done in house
by the Lala Letter team. Apart from the planners, the rest of the collection can be
manufactured completely at a printing and binding company.
Lala Letter is currently working with a cover supplier in Collierville, TN called
Fundcraft Publishing. This supplier has the capacity to make all aspects of the planners,
as well as other products in the collection at very large quantities. As of now, Lala Letter
is competitively pricing and gathering estimates for American book manufacturers for
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future orders. For future assembly, Lala Letter will have a small manufacturing unit in the
Hotsticks Drumsticks Inc. factory located in Kiln, MS where die cuts, binding, and
packaging of planners will occur. This space is provided by partner Kevin Pokallus, Bella
Gonzalez’s step-father. This setup will gradually be able to accommodate orders in the
upper thousands after an assembly line and production employees are hired.
2. Production Process
Since Lala Letter will be exclusively an online store for the first few years, day to
day operations are subject to various tasks required to fulfill orders. While Bella is
finishing her degree, the Lala Letter brand and products have been created and managed
from Oxford, MS, but after graduation she plans to take the majority of the
manufacturing process to her workshop in Kiln, MS. This space is the property of
Hotsticks Drumsticks Inc. and Lala Letter will have access to a large studio and office
space for manufacturing. Lala Letter planners require multiple steps for design, printing,
assembly, packaging, and shipping. For the first run of 50 planners, the planners were
printed on printers in the University of Mississippi Art Department. In the future, Lala
Letter plans to purchase a high output printer capable of printing small to medium runs of
planners. The planners also require a guillotine cutter (capable of cutting 500 sheets at
once), binding machine, and die cutter for corner cuts and monthly tabs. Lala Letter owns
a paper cutter and binding machine and Hotsticks owns a die cutter that Lala Letter is free
to use. All the equipment Lala Letter owns totals to roughly $600.
The materials the planners and other products use consist mostly of paper,
chipboard, sticky note stacks, wire binding, and packaging materials. Lala Letter supplies
its paper from both French PaperÔ and Neenah PaperÔ, but in the future hopes to buy
from only one supplier. The materials are environmentally conscious with most all paper
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being recycled in some capacity. The sticky note stacks are sourced from 3MÒ and the
wire binding is from TruBindÔ. The initial overall cost of materials per planner is about
$17 at this low volume stage.
J. The Team
Lala Letter is currently owned, operated, and founded by Bella Gonzalez. Bella is
a senior at the University of Mississippi obtaining a BBA in Marketing and a BFA in
Graphic Design. She is a planner obsessed college girl with the passion and vision to
create the college girl’s dream planner. She has been developing Lala Letter since
Summer 2016. Kevin Pokallus, Bella’s step-father and owner and founder of Hotsticks
Drumsticks Inc., is partner to Lala Letter. Kevin has actively been involved in the
manufacturing and production of the collection and have generously offered the use of a
part of his factory for Lala Letter production. His experience and knowledge as the owner
and founder of a large manufacturing business in Mississippi is an invaluable resource to
the growth and prosperity of Lala Letter. Lastly, Owens Alexander serves as a business
and financial advisor to Lala Letter. Owens currently works for the University as the
Entrepreneur in Residence and coaches Bella on the best and most effective business
tactics as a start-up retail production company.
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K. Social Responsibility & Sustainability
The Lala Letter brand will be built around the idea of supporting environmental
sustainability and charity partnerships. Each year, Lala Letter will choose one issue or
cause for which to pledge a percentage of profits. The collection colors and names are a
reflection of the choice in cause. For example, this
year Lala Letter is pledging 5% of profits to nature and
ocean conservation efforts nationally. Subsequently,
this year’s main brand colors are titled “Ocean,”
“Rust,” and “Cotton,” all named after precious
elements and components of the earth. This is one way
Figure 9- Lala Letter Sustainable Colors

Lala Letter plans to be socially responsible and

involved in issues that are dear to customers. Each year the cause will change based on
feedback and suggestions from passionate consumers.
Another way Lala Letter plans to give back is through charity affiliated products.
Occasionally, Lala Letter will create a product that specifically brings awareness to one
cause or issue and a portion of profits from that one product will be given to a specific
charity that works to help the issue. This charity will be outlined somewhere in the
products packaging.
Lala Letter works hard to reduce its environmental cost to the planet by using
recycled materials, maximizing the use of paper, and recycling waste. All Lala Letter
products utilize recycled paper. An example of paper maximization can be seen in the
Lala Listers. These products are essentially composed of wasted paper from discarded
trimmings and the discarded wire binding after a planner is made. Bella felt the need to
try and create something from these forgotten extras, thus the Lala Lister was born. Bella
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is constantly searching for ways to cut waste and reuse materials within the Lala Letter
production process.

L. Financial Plan
Lala Letter has developed a comprehensive financial model that incorporates all
the key financial data necessary to establish the business. These data models interrelate to
allow for easy sensitivity analysis. The sections of the model include: human resources,
operational expense, cost of goods sold, sales and revenue, cash flow, and valuation. The
projections produced by the model are subject to numerous assumptions and therefore
have a significant level of uncertainty associated with their results. As the initial products
from the first collection are produced at larger quantities, improved cost data will be
available. Subsequently, as these items are offered to the market, the sales assumptions
will be updated. The complete financial model is included in Appendix A of this plan.
At the time of publishing this version of the Lala Letter LLC 2018 Business Plan,
the high level financial highlights are:
•

Within 5 years, Lala Letter can produce revenues in excess of a million dollars.

•

As the business scales, gross margins and net margins will expand.

•

In year 5, the pretax bottom line can exceed two hundred thousand dollars.
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•

Investment capital of approximately $20,000 will be needed to launch the
business.

REVENUE AND PROFIT PROJECTIONS
Revenue

pretax Profit

USD

$1,200,000
$1,000,000
$800,000
$600,000
$400,000
$200,000
$$(200,000)

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

For more detail on the data behind these numbers please review the financial model
found in Appendix A.

M. Milestones
In the coming six months, Lala Letter has many large endeavors on the horizon.
First and foremost, on April 2nd thru 6th the Lala Letter collection will be showcased in
Bella’s BFA thesis exhibition in Meek Hall, Gallery 130 at the University of Mississippi.
This show will have all products of the Lala Letter collection showcased in a faux-retail
environment, as if Lala Letter were a brick-and-mortar store of its own. At this show,
Lala Letter will be selling all products at full retail price. This show is a requirement of
both her Bachelor of Fine Arts in Graphic Design degree and her Sally McDonnell
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Barksdale Honors College Thesis requirement. Sales from the show should be about
$4,500 in sales.
The next milestone for Lala Letter includes the Gillespie Business Plan
Competition Finals on April 20th, in which Lala Letter is currently a semi-finalist. This
competition awards $10,000, $5,000, and $2,500 respectively to the first, second, and
third place winners. In May, Lala Letter will be pitching to the Rebel Venture Capital
Fund at the University of Mississippi in hopes to gain more initial capital investment
without forfeiting equity.
Once Bella has graduated, Lala Letter plans to launch a crowdfunding campaign
to generate enough capital to place a large order of planners (500 – 1,000) by the end of
June, 2018. This would require approximately a $20,000 crowdfunding goal on websites
such as KickstarterÒ or IndigogoÒ. The crowdfunding campaign requires a lot of
preparation, marketing, and stamina to successfully raise the capital, making this a
daunting endeavor. By the end of 2018, Lala Letter hopes to have designed and
manufactured a small collection of calendar year products (January 2019 – December
2019) to generate another wave of sales for consumers who prefer this yearly layout
design.
In late 2018 or early 2019, Lala Letter plans to move its manufacturing facility to
Kiln, Mississippi at Hotsticks Drumsticks Inc. This manufacturing facility owned by
Bella’s step-father is equip with proper machinery and ample space to begin Lala Letter’s
assembly line. Through a combination of outsourced printing and in house assembly,
Lala Letter’s future of production looks exceptionally promising.
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SUMMARY
Who would have thought that in a world where technology prevails, something as
basic as a written day planner would still exist? Not just exist, but planners in today’s
world still thrive. Our lives are inundated with different screens. Technology make us
more “productive,” yet it has also led to a multitude of distractions. This glaring fact
shines light on simpler pleasures of the past–pen on paper– a tangible connection
between our brain and our intentions.
Lala Letter brings planners and stationery into the modern era through simple
innovations and improvements to their traditional design. Designed for every woman,
Lala Letter’s mission is to spread positivity and promote productivity for its users in a fun
and responsible way. The brand has personality, spunk, and exudes positive energy–
making hard not to smile when using the products. Lala Letter not only promotes
productivity, but it hopes to positively impact the lives of its users, one day at a time.
To learn more about Bella and Lala Letter and to purchase from the Lala Letter collection
please visit lalaletter.com
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